Using Connected Life
in a table-top stand
with AutoPlay
A simple choice for seniors with aging challenges
who cannot connect to a TV

Some seniors may
have difficulty
with this setup.
Consider one of
the TV-based
setups if needed.
After procuring
the components,
it will take
approximately 15
minutes to
complete the
setup process
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Connected Life
in a table-top
stand can
address many
aging issues

By placing the iPad in a table-top
stand, you can resolve some
important issues
• Connected Life is always handy
• Your senior’s iPad won’t get lost
• Your senior won’t have to handle the
weight of the iPad
• It’s less likely that the iPad will get
unplugged and lose its charge

Depending on your
senior’s needs, you can
choose either Connected
Life’s Auto-play or
Interactive Mode
If you think your senior
will struggle with this
setup, consider one of
the TV-based options
(Option 1 or 2)

• Because your senior will be interacting directly with the iPad, you may want
to use our recommended SeniorSafe iPad settings to prevent confusion
• If you choose this option, remember to place the iPad stand to make it easy
for your senior to use touch actions and get in position to be seen on video
calls
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Seniors with
advanced aging
issues may still be
able to use
Connected Life in a
table-top stand with
Auto-play Mode

Connected Life is never out-of-sight, outof-mind
• Your senior can check in at a glance
• New posts, weather, reminders, and more show
up automatically
• You can keep the iPad plugged in and always on
• Connected Life will automatically turn
itself off for night-time hours

With Auto-play, your
senior can use Connected
Life without having to
touch the iPad
• Video calls are easy
• Incoming calls are answered automatically
• More able seniors can launch outgoing video calls with voice control or by tapping
the Video Call button

• Your senior will need some basic abilities to use this setup
• Physically turning to look at or tap the iPad as needed
• Positioning themselves in the camera for video calls
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More able seniors
can use video
calling with voice
control or by
tapping the iPad
screen

 Using voice control
 To start a FaceTime call, say, “Hey Siri, FaceTime Rachel”
 When FaceTime calls are over, the iPad will automatically
return to Connected Life

 Receive a FaceTime call – just let it ring!
 FaceTime will automatically answer the call after an
adjustable delay

 If your senior ever gets lost in the iPad, it’s easy to get
back – just say, “Hey Siri, start Connected Life”

 Using taps

Just say, ”Hey, Siri!”

 Tap the Video Call button to start a call
 Tap the Answer or Decline button on FaceTime to
respond to incoming calls
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 This is an effective option for seniors who can handle
some basic iPad tasks but could have trouble with losing
the iPad, keeping it charged, or handling its weight

Bottom line
 It addresses key problems
 The iPad is always handy
 Connected Life is always on and never out-of-sight, outof-mind
 Your senior won’t lose the iPad and is less likely to unplug
it and let the battery drain
 Your senior will not have to handle the weight of the iPad
or struggle to keep themselves in the camera frame for
video calls

 If your senior cannot handle the basic operations
required in this setup, you may want to consider one of
the TV-based options instead
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Setup is
simple

 A few settings need to be changed and the iPad needs to
be installed in its stand
 If desired, a one-page visual instruction sheet can be
tethered to a nearby table
 See detailed instructions for more
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Detailed
Instructions
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OPTIONAL

Required
components

6’ AmazonBasics extended
iPad charging cable
(other lengths are available)

We have tested these
components and can
provide the best support
if you choose to use them
You may shop for other
brands if desired

Kabcon iPad Stand

Approximate base cost,
$39 + tax & shipping
Approximate cost for
optional iPad charging
cable, $10.79

Click on component names to find them on Amazon
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1) Go to the iPad Settings app

Use iPad
Settings to
turn on
FaceTime
auto-answer
These settings
must be done
directly on your
senior’s iPad

2) Find ’Accessibility’ on the left
then tap ‘touch’ on the right

3) Now tap ’Call Audio
Routing’ on the right

4) Next tap ’Auto-Answer
Calls’ on the right

20.00

Finally, 5) turn on ’Auto-Answer Calls’ on the right-hand side and 6) select the number
of seconds before call is automatically answered (we recommend 20 seconds)
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Use iPad
Settings to
turn on
“Announce
Calls” for
FaceTime
”Announce Calls” will
state the name of a
Contact as FaceTime
calls arrive
• If the caller is not a
Contact, FaceTime will
announce the caller’s
phone number

1) Go to the iPad Settings app

2) Find FaceTime’ on the left then
tap ‘Announce Calls’ on the right

3) Now tap ’Always’
on the right

These settings must be
done directly on your
senior’s iPad
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Add iCloud
Contacts to enable
FaceTime
‘Announce’ feature
iCloud Contacts will
enable FaceTime to
announce the names of
callers as FaceTime
calls come in

Using iCloud to update
Contacts enables you
to do this remotely.
Contacts can also be
updated directly on
your senior’s iPad

1) Using your browser, go to
iCloud.com and log in with your
senior’s username and password
2) Find the Contacts icon and click on it

3) Find and click the ‘+’ sign on the
bottom right of the left side then select
’New Contact’

Finally, 4) fill in contact
details on the right-hand
side and 5) click ‘Done’
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IMPORTANT: Perform this
procedure together with
your senior

1) Go to the iPad Settings app

Optional:
Use iPad
Settings to
train Siri on
your senior’s
voice
SKIP THIS PROCEDURE IF YOU
ALREADY SET UP SIRI WITH YOUR
SENIOR OR DO NOT PLAN TO
HAVE YOUR SENIOR USE SIRI TO
INITIATE FACETIME CALLS

2) Find ‘Siri & Search’ on the left

3) Now turn on ‘Listen for
”Hey Siri” on the right*

* You may skip the rest of this procedure if you
have already trained Siri with your senior’s voice

If you DO plan to have your senior
use Siri to initiate FaceTime calls,
we recommend you train the iPad
on your senior’s voice**

4) The iPad will ask if you want
to Enable Siri. Tap the ‘Enable
Siri’ button on the right

These settings must be done
directly on your senior’s iPad

5) The iPad will start the ‘Siri’ setup
process with this screen
** If you train Siri with a different voice,
it may take several tries before your
senior’s voice is recognized

•

Tap ‘Continue’ and have your senior speak
the phrases in the on-screen instructions
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1) Find your senior loved
one in the Care Circle list
and tap on them*

Use Connected
Life to turn on
Auto-play for
your senior
Log in to your app,
tap on “Care Circle”
at the top of the
screen, then follow
the instructions on
the right
2) Select “AutoPlay mode”
then select times for the
AutoPlay display to go on
and off automatically each
day.
• We recommend that you stay
with ”Normal” cycle speed
until your senior has more
experience with the app

* Add your senior to the Care Circle if you have not already done so
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Preparing
the iPad and
stand

1) Mount your senior’s iPad in the stand
and turn it to ‘landscape’ position

2) Connect the iPad charging cable to
the iPad
• Use the extended iPad charging
cable if needed

3) Run the charging cable through the port
in the stand as shown here
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Positioning
the iPad
After adjusting the
camera, you may
need to use the tool
in the stand’s base
(see below) to
tighten the joints

1) Place the iPad in a location
where it will be easy for your
senior to reach and tap the
buttons

2) Adjust the angle of the iPad until the
camera captures the desired angle to see
your senior’s face
• You may use the iPad’s Camera or
FaceTime app to help
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Optional
Visual
Instructions

 Some seniors will find it difficult to remember how to
make video calls using the buttons on the app
 These seniors may also be likely to damage or lose
any instruction sheets you supply
 If helpful, you can print our senior guide for iPad on a
stand with AutoPlay on the following pages
 We recommend you consider…
 Printing the sheet on colored paper to make it stand out
 Printing double-sided
 Laminating the sheet (Choose a matte finish if possible)
 Tethering the sheet to a spot near your senior so it will
not be lost

Viewing Connected Life
1. If your iPad screen is turned off
• Click the button on the left side

2. Just watch - Connected Life will cycle automatically!

Making a Video Call
1. Tap the Video Call button on Connected Life

2. Tap the person you want to call

